ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

ZWA

ZVfi

Indicate name of...(l. Operator on

watch; 2. Senior rating on watch;
3, Operator who transmitted last

message (or message...))*
NOTE: This signal is authorized
for use in connection with operator

training only; it may not be used
for any other purpose.

ZWC

The following is to be taken as

applying to personnel on watch
only.

ZWD

Carry out communication,..(visual
exercise number.♦.at...senior

officer (or...) is to conduct.

ZWE

Voluntary exercise (number..,) may
be carried out now (or at,,.).

ZWF

Incorrect.

ZWG

You are correct.

ZWH

Try again.

ZWJ

Answer last question (or
question,.,)•

ZWJ

Stations are to answer.,.taking
i>., • etc.

zwk

Following is answer to the last

question (or question.••),
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

ZWL

No forwarding action to the de

signation(s) immediately following
is required.

Correct answer to last question

ZWM

(or question,,,) is,,e(or will be
found in...).
Correct version of the part of the

ZWN

last message (or message,,.) which
was sent incorrectly is.., (or
will be found in,,,).
Following message (or question, or

ZW6

exercise is for the exercise of...

(1, Junior operators; 2. Senior
operators; 3, Ratings on watch).
A junior operator is to carry out

ZWP

•••(1. A standard flashing exer
cise; 2, A standard semaphore
exercise; 3. A standard radiotelegraphy transmitting exercise;
4, A standard radiotelegraphy re
ceiving exercise ).

ZWCL

ZWR

JSWS

ZWT

ZWU

ZWV

CHANGE NO. 1
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE
SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

ZWW

ZWX

ZWY

ZWZ

The following group is a call sign,
delivery group or address group.

ZXA

(Used in plain language texts of
messages other than procedure

messages .)
Station(s) to whom this message

ZXB

is
of
by
to

routed obtain a complete copy
this interrupted transmission
addressing a service message
the originating station.

zxc

ZXD

This message is to be delivered

to the addressee(s) in tape form.

ZXE

ZXF

ZXG

CHANGE NO.
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL
ZXH

QUESTION

ANSWER, ADVICE OR ORDER

ZXI

ZXJ

Station called relay this message

ZXK

(or message,,,) to.,.in addition
to predetermined responsibilities.

ZXL

ZXM

/*ss%
ZXN

Request you obtain retransmission
of messages.•.from station,,.

ZXO

I have for you,.-.(l, A request for

ZXP

direct air support; 2, A reply to

a support request; precedence is...).
I have for you.,.(l. A request for
tactical reconnaissance; 2. A re

ZXQ

quest for photographic reconnais
sance; 3, A request for artillery
reconnaissance. Precedence is,,,).

Intensive flag signalling will take

ZXR

place shortly (or in...minutes).
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ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL

ANSWER, ADVICE OR ORDER

QUESTION

ZXS

Message which follows is to be

handled by„.,(l„ Officer Emergency
Cryptographic team; 2. Ratings
Emergency Cryptographic team;
3. Senior Communications Rating;
4. Junior Communications Rating;
5. Coder (Educational)).
ZXT

This message is not to be trans

mitted by radiotelegraph or radio
telephone in any form over part of
its route.

ZXU

zxv

zxw

This message has been delivered to

all action addressees whose desig
nations follow this operating
signal.
zxx

This message has been delivered to
all information addressees whose

designations follow this operating
signal.

ZXY

Transmit this message to the

addressee(s) indicated by the
numeral(s) following,,. All
addressees are to be counted con

secutively as they appear (numbers
to be separated by the Separative
Sign).
zxz
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(Heverse Blank)

